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Good Deeds and Gunboats: Two Centuries of American-Chinese Encounters. Rubinstein Hugh Deane spent a
year in China as a Harvard exchange student in , then an eccentric course. This is in part achieved by a
judicious use of quotation. Drifting thousands of miles, a thousand grievances, Breath filled with anger, walls
filled with poems. A different era, the present is better than the past, However treat not history as fictional
tales. The much longer second chapter, "Elaborations," again rapidly summarizes, in an unusually personal
way, a more detailed series of American-Chinese encounters from the mid-nineteenth century on. It includes
thumbnail biographies of important figures and offers rare sense of intercultural parallels. The landlords dread
him like the King of Hell, The peasants love him like a mother. The ten-page account of this momentous
uprising opens somewhat disconcertingly: However, Deane does not ever underestimate the broader forces
culminating in individual crises even as he indicates his feeling that, after all, it is men and women who make
history - that it would happen a little differently if certain individuals were different. Oddly the tone of his
account is much the same whether the event reported is one in which Deane was personally involved, one
which he observed from a reasonable distance, or one completed before his birth. While this may blur the
chronological development somewhat a moderately well informed reader will find no difficulty in fitting
events together, and even advanced students may see much of new interest in this intimate peopling of the
stage with real villains and heroes. Some of these figures are well known to us in other contexts although not
many will have read them as quoted here. Mark Twain, Herbert Hoover, and Paul Robeson are a few of those
already famous or infamous for other than their Chinese connections. There are a number of vignettes
memorializing such relatively unknown friends of China as botanist Frank Meyer, drowned in the Yangtze in
after thirteen years of difficult, devoted, productive work there. There are also sketches of such newsworthy
figures as Major Stilwell, Agnes Smedley, and Edgar Snow whom the author knew personally. Perhaps the
best way to give an idea of his episodic survey of the second and third quarters of our century is to list a few of
the section subheads. There is no continued chronological account of the long civil war between the
Kuomintang and the revolutionary forces, which had to fight both Chiang Kaishek and the invading Japanese.
Chiang used much of the enormous American war supplies, nominally furnished him for war against Japan, to
destroy the Red Army. Yet a strong feeling of the whole is given through the many lively episodes rapidly
narrated. Many of these, as well as some others, are included in the twelve-page picture section, largely
composed of informal snapshots. There is a very useful five-page general chronology appended, and a similar
one for Taiwan. There is also an extensive four-and-a-half-page bibliography as well as an index.
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Unlike most previous Chinese state anthems , it is written entirely in the vernacular , rather than in Classical
Chinese. Its lyrics were composed as a dramatic poem by the poet and playwright , the Japan-educated Tian
Han in and set to music by Nie Er from Yunnan Province the next year for the film Children of Troubled
Times. When Tian Han was imprisoned during the Cultural Revolution in the s, the march was briefly and
unofficially replaced by " The East Is Red ", then played without words, then played with altered words.
Urban legends later circulated that Tian wrote it in jail on rolling paper [8] or the liner paper from cigarette
boxes[10] after being arrested in Shanghai by the Nationalists ; in fact, he was arrested in Shanghai and held in
Nanjing just after completing his draft for the film. Auden and Christopher Isherwood reported hearing a
"Chee Lai! Originally intended for Paris , French authorities refused so many visas for its delegates that a
parallel conference was held in Prague , Czechoslovakia. There was controversy over the third line, "The
Chinese people face their greatest peril", so the writer Guo Moruo changed it for the event to "The Chinese
people have come to their moment of emancipation". The song was personally performed by Paul Robeson.
By the end of August, the committee had received entries totaling different sets of scores and lyrics. Zhou
replied, "We still have imperialist enemies in front of us. The more we progress in development, the more the
imperialists will hate us, seek to undermine us, attack us. Including "The March of the Volunteers". The
anthem is considered to be a national symbol of China. The anthem should be performed or reproduced
especially at celebrations of national holidays and anniversaries, as well as sporting events. Civilians and
organizations should pay respect to the anthem by standing and singing in a dignified manner. Article 7 of the
law requires that the anthem be accurately performed pursuant to the sheet music in its Appendix 4 and
prohibits the lyrics from being altered. Under Article 9, willful alteration of the music or lyrics is criminally
punishable by imprisonment of up to 3 years or up to day-fines [33][34] and, although both Chinese and
Portuguese are official languages of the region, the provided sheet music has its lyrics only in Chinese. There
are no analogous laws in mainland China. Nonetheless, the Chinese National Anthem in Mandarin now forms
a mandatory part of public secondary education in Hong Kong as well. Viewed by many as
propaganda,[42][43][44] even after a sharp increase in support in the preceding four years, by the majority of
Hongkongers remained neither proud nor fond of the anthem.
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English Arrangement The collection is divided into eight series: Helen Foster Snow family papers, ; 2. Helen
Foster Snow Asia Years papers, ; 3. Helen Foster Snow published and unpublished manuscripts, ; 4. Helen
Foster Snow correspondence, ss; 5. Helen Foster Snow photographs, ; 6. Helen Foster Snow audio-visual
materials, ; 7. Helen Foster Snow miscellaneous materials, ; and 8. Helen Foster Snow collection addendum,
Conditions of Use It is the responsibility of the researcher to obtain any necessary copyright clearances. The
donors of the Helen Foster Snow collection, Sheril and Garth Bischoff, deserve special thanks for their
untiring efforts to not only bring this collection to Brigham Young University, but also in assisting the staff in
numerous ways throughout this process. Their knowledge, enthusiasm and desire to offer their services has
been an essential element in compiling this collection. Special thanks goes to Paul and Karen Hyer for their
involvement and commitment. Their counsel and aid in facilitating the donation of the collection to Brigham
Young University has been invaluable. Special thanks must also go to those many students who helped
process, catalog, and complete this project: Preferred Citation Initial Citation: Lee Library, Brigham Young
University. These were rather eclectic in nature, reflecting her own idiosyncratic tastes and interests. These
books were alphabetically inventoried the inventory appears at the end of the register. After the Gift and
Acquisitions Department followed their normal protocols, the majority of the books were either placed in the
general stacks, Special Collections, or sold during library book sales. Shanghai, Hong Kong, Singapore First
edition, hardcover, signed by author. Christchurch, New Zealand First edition, hardcover, papers folded into
book, marginalia. First edition, hardcover, three copies. Alley, Rewi, At First edition with annotations by
Helen Foster Snow in it. He wrote about her in it. Paperback, no date given. First edition, hardcover,
inscription by author. First edition, paperback, signed by author. Alley, Rewi, Yo Banfa! Auckland, New
Zealand Paperback, signed by author. Anderson, Jack and Ronald W. Louis, Dallas, Los Angeles. First
edition, hardcover, marginalia. Bound photocopy of book. NY no publication date - original copyright date
was London, NY, Toronto and Melbourne Paperback, no front cover. London, Oxford, NY Garden City, NY
New Haven and London Auckland, London, Sydney Signed by author, no publisher, location or date given,
paperback. Seattle and London First edition, signed by author? Paperback, no location or date given.
Cleveland and NY and Clayton, Lauralee, and Warner P. Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars, China!
NY, London, Toronto Economic, World Peace Foundation: Toronto, NY, London First edition, papers
inserted. NY and London Dawson, Miles Menander, LL. Deane, Hugh, Remembering Koji Ariyoshi: Grey,
Inside China Today, W. Hardcover, first English edition. First edition, paperback, contains carbon copy
review of book. Report, paperback, corner of book eaten away. Falconer, Alun, New China: Republic of China
First edition, hardcover, signed by author, paper inserted. Hardcover, no date given. Paperback, front cover
missing. First edition of English translation, two copies, hardcover. London and Alfred A. Bloomington and
Indianapolis Hong Kong and Singapore Highlights of Chinese History, China Reconstructs: First edition in
English, hardcover. Not bound, not published. London no date given. Hardcover, paper folded into. Peking
and Tientsin Paperback reprinted from the special May Edition of the China Forum. Israel, John and Donald
W. Berkeley, Los Angeles, London First edition, hardcover, signed by author, letter from author into book.
First edition, hardcover, papers folded into book. Johnson, Haynes and Bernard M. King, Alan with Jack
Skhkurman, Help! Kulp, Daniel Harrison, Ph. Paperback without a cover. Norton and Company, Inc.: First
edition, no cover. Tientsin, Shanghai, and Canton Shanghai no date given. First edition of English translation,
hardcover, papers folded into, marginalia. First edition, paperback, inscription by author? First edition,
paperback, inscription by author. Marx and Angles, Critique of Political Economy. Merrill, Arch, A River
Ramble: Myrdal, Jan and Gun Kessle, China: Hardcover, signed by author, marginalia, paper into book. First
American printing, hardcover.
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Edit Ariyoshi was born in Hawaii in to Japanese immigrant parents. Ariyoshi grew up helping his family make
a living on a small eight-acre coffee plantation. He attended Konawaena High School before working for six
years to help pay off the family debt. Ariyoshi became interested in labor politics around this time. He
attended the University of Hawaii, but became alienated by his perception of institutional bias against labor
unions and liberal thought. He transferred to the University of Georgia on scholarship. In Georgia, where he
was befriended by the parents of novelist Erskine Caldwell , Ariyoshi became determined to ease the plight of
the sharecroppers he met, and to improve labor conditions for the working class. Grady College of Journalism
and Mass Communication. He decided to help the war effort by working as a language specialist with the
United States Army Military Intelligence. He was soon transferred out of the internment camp and into India,
Sri Lanka, and Burma because of his ability to translate Japanese. While stationed in the British Colonies ,
Ariyoshi witnessed what he believed to be the inequality of the colonial system. He was later transferred to
China, where he was exposed to the Communist movement. Post-war life Edit Ariyoshi returned to Hawaii in
and, inspired by the progressive Japanese language paper, Hawaii Hochi , began publishing a labor-oriented
newspaper, the Honolulu Record. As editor , Ariyoshi lambasted labor conditions for the working class, and
addressed what he considered to be other social inequalities in the islands. His socialist views bolstered the
growth of the local labor movement and the Democratic Party in Hawaii. However, at the height of the Second
Red Scare and McCarthyism , he and six other progressives including Jack Hall, head of the Hawaii
Longshoremens Union were arrested under charges of attempting to overthrow the American government
under the Smith Act. The case later became known as the Hawaii Seven. Ariyoshi spent one night in jail, and
after his release he continued to promote his socialist views through his paper. The court found him guilty, but
he appealed the ruling and was eventually acquitted of all charges. In , Ariyoshi was forced to close his
newspaper due to lack of funds. He became a florist , earning himself the nickname, "The Red Florist.
Ariyoshi was later appointed president of the organization, a position he held for three years. He wrote a series
of articles for the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, and a television documentary on Chinese arts and crafts, which
helped to repopularize cloisonne in this country. He served on the national steering committee of the U. China
Friendship Association from its founding in until his death. Koji Ariyoshi died later that year, and an annual
award in his name was established by the U. Beechert, eds, Honolulu, HI: U of Hawaii Press, Carter, Mission
to Yenan: American Liaison with the Chinese Communists Lexington: University of Kentucky Press,
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Thank God for the provision in our life day today. Other times, we do good deeds because that is a part of who
we are, it is just what we do. This will make us a real human being. We do want to make sure God sees us
doing good deeds instead of bad ones. Thank you sgbrown for your comment, compliment, and vote. It is easy
to get busy in the hustle and bustle of daily life and forget the important things. Thank you Robert for your
compliment, vote and share. Robert Erich 5 years ago from California Another great article! Every time I stop
by to read one of your hubs I am thoroughly impressed and motivated. Thanks for another quality read! Voted
up and shared. Sheila Brown 5 years ago from Southern Oklahoma What a wonderful hub! I have always
loved the "pay it forward" concept. What a wonderful movie that was! If we all just pay a little attention when
we go out, there is always someone who could use a good deed. We tend to walk around blindly, focus on our
own needs to often. If we just look, we can find a good deed that needs to be done. Voting up and awesome! C
E Clark 5 years ago from North Texas Lots of good reasons to help people less fortunate than oneself and to
basically do the right thing. Voted up and useful. Will share with my followers. Doing good deeds makes us
feel good and could make the world a better place. There is a day to observe practically everything, and while
good deeds should be performed every day, a special day makes the impact more noticeable. I try to give as
much as I can in as many ways as I can. May just be a kind word to someone, tithes or gifting to others Again
I really enjoyed this article. Your hub has fully expressed the love emotion as well, the pay it forward concept
was beautiful to use a s an example here Millionaire Tips. I loved that movie so much, and I always helped
people as a child, but never knew why I had, it just felt right and so in adulthood its increased as well. This is
something everyone should read, and learn to apply to their life if they never thought about the truest benefits
to that of all humanity if we all learn to do good deeds for each other worldwide. Thanks for the share. Thank
you for doing a good deed to share my hub. I appreciate your kindness - it certainly has helped me. Wendell
Patterson 6 years ago from Alabama So true, this world would be a much better place if everyone practiced the
act of giving with regularity. We demonstrate the best in human values when we share and do good for others.
Good deeds really do as much positively for us as they do for those people we help. Volunteering is a great
way to help your business, since you can meet people from different walks of life. These people can help you
by being customers, or provide the networking contacts to get supplies and other resources and support for
your business. I think that doing a good deed while meeting people can help me with my business. I hope the
sunshine continues to shine on you forever. I am glad you liked it. Dilip Chandra 6 years ago from India
Impressive and beautiful hub. Am glad to read this good hub. I appreciate the vote, comment, and the share.
Ishwaryaa Dhandapani 6 years ago from Chennai, India What a thoughtful and considerate hub on good
deeds! I agree with you that helping others is very good and also help ourselves by forgetting about our own
problems! As a result, the world would be a better place. Thank you for bringing Pay it Forward Day into light
- I have not heard about it till now through you! Voted up and Socially shared. Thank you for commenting.
Hillary 6 years ago from Atlanta, GA Beautiful hub. You can never be reminded to be generous. Sherri 6 years
ago from Southeastern Pennsylvania Thank you, Millionaire Tips, for linking back to my hub on charitable
giving. I think our views complement each other well. It is good to give for the sake of giving alone. Thanks
for helping me see it that way. Sherri 6 years ago from Southeastern Pennsylvania I had written a hub on
charitable giving quite a while ago. My purpose was to question motives for giving, specifically my own.
Your hub here is an exemplary examination of the true meaning of charity, and I linked to it from my hub.
Voted up, up, up! SanneL 6 years ago from Sweden What a beautiful hub! You have done a good deed by
writing and sharing this wonderful and caring story. Secondly, that was the point I was trying to get across.
You should give not because you have to, are told to or have an incentive to, but because you WANT to. I
agree, giving is a form of love, and it is there are many rewards that come from it, whether it is to make you
feel better about yourself, gain a new perspective, or going to heaven. Sunita, I agree, actions do speak louder
than words. Audrey, me too, I can just imagine the ripple effects from the pay it forward concept. Ruchira, I
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added karma and reincarnation to the religion section. Thank you for your insight. Thanks for the reminder. If
you give you should give not because someone tells you too or you are going to be recognized for it or the
premise of going to heaven. You should give because you want to, because you have and you are able to give.
Whoever you are, there is always someone who is poorer and there is always someone who is richer. No
matter what you give, big or small, money, food, helping an old woman across the street, your time or even a
kind word, giving is the most rewarding thing a person can do for themselves and if you give you will see that
your outlook completely changes. Whatever you are able to do, if you feel that you can, just do it! Thanks for
the Hub! Audrey Howitt 6 years ago from California We should all remember to extend our compassion to
others--I love the pay it forward concept! Good deeds make up what we are For me doing good deeds gives
me self-confidence. Dianna Mendez 6 years ago I am going to have to see Good Deeds, it looks like a
wonderful movie and the theme is inspiring. If we could all just do a one good deed while we are out and
about our business, it would help people to spread the kindness. Thanks for sharing this important message.
Voted up, awesome, and interesting. Penelope Hart 6 years ago from Rome, Italy What a great answer to the
question! Loved it all and also the videos. Is it too late? Thanks Ruchira 6 years ago from United States good
one Shasta. Either way you say it, I appreciate the concurrence. I did not know that was a part of AA, but it
makes complete sense to me. Thanks for your insight. I would love it if you shared it. That would be your
good deed to me. I would love it if you shared it with your class. That certainly is paying it forward in a very
big way! Not expecting or receiving anything in return is a bonus. Do because you want to.
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His current book, Good Deeds & Gunboats, illustrates the converse of a by now well worn truism, "the personal is
political," reminding us how much of the political is personal. Although there is a remarkable absence of the capital "I"
throughout his volume, even the first chapter, which offers a succinct history of US-China relations from

Chinese Embassies Light on China: Recently launched in Beijing, the series carries first-hand, eyewitness
accounts of the huge transformation in China over the years or so leading up to the time of liberation. There
are historical records, autobiographies, diaries and news reports. Some are works that have been out of print
for decades and are now being brought back to life. Others are being made available to Chinese readers for the
first time. It is a bridge of international friendship and understanding," says Huang Hua in the preface to the
series. The series brings together first hand accounts of these times recorded by foreigners who witnessed the
historical events as they unfolded. They are valuable historical records. They tell of the huge social
transformations in that momentous year period from a number of varied perspectives. They embrace all
aspects of society ranging from politics and economics, military and cultural matters to the ordinary daily lives
and thoughts of Chinese people. These is a sense of wonder and admiration in those works in which the
authors portray the Chinese revolutionary leaders and their genuine comradeship with their troops. Light on
China chronicles the awakening, struggle and eventual victory of the Chinese people. The book was the first of
its kind to be written by a foreigner. Former Premier Zhu Rongji readily responded to the material needs of the
project when it was brought to his attention. In Light on China published: First Act in China: B K Basu From
Vagabond to Journalist: Grey 26 Ten Mile Inn: China Builds for Democracy: The Spirit of Yenan: Woman in
World History:
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"Every time you do a good deed you shine the light a little farther into the dark. And the thing is, when you're gone that
light is going to keep shining on, pushing the shadows back.".

It mentions that the French government allowed Israeli gunboats out of their ports with limited fuel and on
familiarization runs in order to enhance French influence among the The politics of diplomacy:
Brazilian-American Relations in the s. Gunboat Lands in North Carolina. Claus Toy Boats Rule the Waves.
Trade and Gunboats Book Review. French and the Stepehen Taber, will Navy sailors with rifled howitzer and
iron field carriage, standing near the USS Hunchback, steam-powered gunboat is presented. The burdens of
empire. Number of gunboats passing through the river; Factors causing the death of various hostages;
Description of the British government. It states that the nautical engagement on the lake before Saratoga, New
York almost destroyed the entire American Northern Theater Army. It says that the British gunboat strike in
Skenesborough has refrained the Americans Focus on the construction, characteristics and the service of the
Jeffersonian gunboats; Contents of the book. Following the example of the Cuban professionals. Left High
and Dry by a Tsunami. On August 13, , near Arica, Chile, an earthquake that was estimated to have had a
magnitude of over eight on the Richter scale occurred. Chinese gunboats open fire on unarmed Vietnamese
fishing boats. The Vietnamese boats were fishing near the Spratly Islands, claimed by both nations and several
others. One of the Vietnamese boats was sunk and a Building a Replica of the Sailing Scow. Initially, a
one-sixth-scale model of the Wartappo will be Overview of its operations in the s; Information on its river
gunboats, such as Luzon; Challenges faced by Yangtze Patrol soldiers in their operation in the Philippines in
Gurdit Singh is a man of optimism. Discovery at the Bottom of the Lake. A Cold Warrior Turns It is the third
ship to bear the name of the illustrious Revolutionary War naval hero, Commodore John Barry. It supported
the Marine and Army airborne unit landing in Beirut, Lebanon. Navy has successfully tested a foot gunboat
that runs on algae-derived biofuel. The term abolitionists refer to the people who favored putting an end to
slavery in the U. Annihilated means to destroy completely. Atrocity means a horrifying, brutal act. The term
gunboat refers to an armed ship. Industrialization is a process by which Thomas Warren of the steamboat
Curlew; It highlights information on the account of the destruction of the ship Ruby spreading among the
English prisoners. It narrates the care rendered by True Blue to Paul as he lay in his berth. It mentions the
attack made by the Frenchmen on It mentions that the navy started with improvised facilities and made
progress in the obtainment of new basing facilities, raising units and ship procurement. It also notes that it
took three steps towards modernization which involves
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Doing Good is a simple and universal vision. A vision to which each and every one of us can connect and contribute to
its realisation. A vision based on the belief that by doing good deeds, positive thinking and affirmative choice of words,
feelings and actions, we can enhance goodness in the world.

Early life[ edit ] Ariyoshi was born in Hawaii in to Japanese immigrant parents. Ariyoshi grew up helping his
family make a living on a small eight- acre coffee plantation. He attended Konawaena High School before
working for six years to help pay off the family debt. Ariyoshi became interested in labor politics around this
time. He attended the University of Hawaii , but became alienated by his perception of institutional bias
against labor unions and liberal thought. He transferred to the University of Georgia on scholarship. In
Georgia , where he was befriended by the parents of novelist Erskine Caldwell , Ariyoshi became determined
to ease the plight of the sharecroppers he met, and to improve labor conditions for the working class. Grady
College of Journalism and Mass Communication. He decided to help the war effort by working as a language
specialist with the United States Army Military Intelligence. He was soon transferred out of the internment
camp and into India , Sri Lanka , and Burma because of his ability to translate Japanese. He was later
transferred to China , where he was exposed to the Communist movement. Other wartime activities[ edit ]
Post-war life[ edit ] Ariyoshi returned to Hawaii in and, inspired by the progressive Japanese language paper,
Hawaii Hochi , began publishing a labor-oriented newspaper, the Honolulu Record. As editor , Ariyoshi
lambasted labor conditions for the working class, and addressed what he considered to be other social
inequalities in the islands. His socialist views bolstered the growth of the local labor movement and the
Democratic Party in Hawaii. However, at the height of the Second Red Scare and McCarthyism , he and six
other progressives including Jack Hall, head of the Hawaii Longshoremens Union were arrested under charges
of attempting to overthrow the American government under the Smith Act. The case later became known as
the Hawaii Seven. Ariyoshi spent one night in jail, and after his release he continued to promote his socialist
views through his paper. The court found him guilty, but he appealed the ruling and was eventually acquitted
of all charges. In , Ariyoshi was forced to close his newspaper due to lack of funds. He became a florist ,
earning himself the nickname, "The Red Florist. Ariyoshi was later appointed president of the organization, a
position he held for three years. He wrote a series of articles for the Honolulu Star-Bulletin , and a television
documentary on Chinese arts and crafts, which helped to repopularize cloisonne in this country. He served on
the national steering committee of the U. China Friendship Association from its founding in until his death.
Koji Ariyoshi died later that year, and an annual award in his name was established by the U. Beechert, eds,
Honolulu, HI: U of Hawaii Press, Carter, Mission to Yenan: American Liaison with the Chinese Communists
Lexington: University of Kentucky Press,
9: Good deed Synonyms, Good deed Antonyms | www.enganchecubano.com
Good deed ideas from Areyvut contributed to this article. Goodnet was initiated by Shari Arison and is operated by The
Ted Arison Family Foundation. Shari Arison is also the initiator of Good Deeds Day.
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